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Reading the Bible provides inspiration and hope to millions of people worldwide, but sometimes the

language and geography leaves readers with questions. This reference guide of over six thousand

Biblical names and terms helps you locate your favorite biblical passages.Formatted as a dictionary,

its topics range from people and cultures to religious terms. As a concordance, it also includes

places and events keyed to verse in the King James Bible. From Abraham to Jerusalem, and from

Frankincense to Queen Jezebel, this dictionary can help you learn about and truly understand the

people and terms used in the Bible.
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I have had several Bible dictionaries and concordances before, but this one is my favorite.It has

many more words than some others do,and it is very clearly written so you understand what you are

reading,It's not only a good dictionary and concordance, but it's also reasonably priced(which is a

big plus for me.)

Great tool to use for studying the bible! I love how it is a mix of both dictionary and concordance.

You can know what it is talking about and know where else you can find the word to see how it is

used in another context. I have wanted a bible dictionary for a long time and I do NOT regret getting

this one. I reccomend it to anyone wanting to study the bible.



The Bible Dictionary & Concordance is a very useful book to have for anyone who is studying the

Bible with any degree of seriousness. While it isn't as indepth as a Strong's Exhaustive

Concordance, it does serve as both a good dictionary and concordance in one manageable volume.

I would recommend this Bible Dictionary & Concordance as a good edition to anyone's reference

collection.

Helpful, but not what I expected. Gave it three stars because it is helpful enough that I cannot stay I

don't like it, just not really that useful to me. Not really a very good concordance and the dictionary is

very limited--mostly Biblical names, not topics. Have since purchase Vines Complete Expository

Dictionary, which is everything it is cracked up to be and look for it to be a real help in my Bible

study.

Although not as detailed as some other Bible Concordances, it is excellent for a person just

beginning to study the Bible.The print is large and easy to read and the words that are included give

adequate definitions/explanations. The book is well made and, as with most of my other .com

purchases, it arrived before the estimated delivery date in excellent condition!

This book helps me to understanding certain meaning, description of the certain people and words..

What I didn't like about this is it's advertised as a concordance which it is not. It is a dictionary and it

helps me find books and verses a concordance translates English to hebrew which this did not.

Discription grossly misleading. Would not have purchased otherwise.

Great reference tool
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